
Early Math: 
How do we 

Improve 
Outcomes 

and Support 
Staff?



Hello!
We are Nancy Spurgeon and Carlin Llorente

We are here because we love to help young children be 
successful in school and life. 





Real Life Math

• Think about your day so far...when have you 

used math?

• Turn and talk with a partner

• How were you a mathematician ALREADY 

today?

• We’re all mathematicians…and yet…



A Moment about Mindset

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

Intelligence is static Intelligence is 

developed

Desire to look smart Desire to learn

Avoids Embraces

Gives up easily Persists

Fruitless or worthless The path to mastery

Ignores Learns from

Feels threatened Finds inspiration

Confirms deterministic

view of the world

Gives a greater sense 

of free will

Believes

Leads to

Obstacles

Effort

Challenges

Criticism

Success



What do we want for kids?



All children experience 
enjoyment, confidence, and 

success in their development 
of math ability from prenatal 

through 3rd grade and 
disparities related to gender, 

race, English language skill 
development, and other 
demographic factors are 

eliminated and 
Are no longer predictors of 

math readiness

Statewide Goal



Curricul
um

Teacher 
Practice

Learning 
Pathway

Math Concepts

Attitudes and Beliefs

Relationship Environment

Whole Teacher – Whole Child



Math 
Messages

Math 
Practices

Policy and 
Systems

Statewide Strategies



Value of Math

Early math skills in kindergarten 

predicted 5th grade achievement in 

math and reading (Claessens, Duncan, 
& Engel, 2006)

 There is a significant math gap at 

kindergarten entry for low income 

children (Denton & West, 2002) 



What Math Skills are Important?

Use numbers flexibly

Mathematical reasoning

Communicate your ideas

Collaborate in teams

Seek and recognize patterns



Let’s Do Math

Which One Doesn’t Belong?

http://www.wodb.ca 



https://youtu.be/5nmYGWI8UO4
https://youtu.be/5nmYGWI8UO4


1.
Sets

Using Attributes to make collections

https://youtu.be/kbZAZfU48dA
https://youtu.be/kbZAZfU48dA


Sets Big Ideas

◍ Attributes can be used to sort 
collections into sets

◍ The same collection can be sorted in 
different ways

◍ Sets can be compared and ordered



2.
Number Sense

Developing a meaningful sense of quantity

https://youtu.be/SEuzw0BHFao
https://youtu.be/SEuzw0BHFao


Number Sense Big Ideas

◍ Numbers are used in many ways, some 
more mathematical then others

◍ Quantity is an attribute of a set of 
objects, we use numbers to name 
specific quantities

◍ The quantity of a small collection can 
be intuitively perceived without 
counting



3.
Counting
More than just 1, 2, 3

https://youtu.be/eglEhtWnTIs
https://youtu.be/eglEhtWnTIs


Counting Big Ideas

◍ Counting can be used to find out “how 
many” in a collection

◍ Counting has rules that apply to any 
collection



4.
Number Operations

Every operation tells a story

https://youtu.be/RKeL7DvOisk
https://youtu.be/RKeL7DvOisk


Number Operations Big Ideas

◍ Sets can be changed by adding items 
(joining) or by taking some away 
(separating)

◍ Sets can be compared using the 
attribute of numerosity and ordered
more than, less then, and equal to

◍ A quantity (whole) can be decomposed
into equal or unequal parts; the parts 
can be composed to form the whole



5.
Patterns

Recognizing, repetition, and regularity

https://youtu.be/YL2meXu3LA4
https://youtu.be/YL2meXu3LA4


Patterns Big Ideas

◍ Patterns are sequences governed by a 
rule; They exist both in the world and 
in mathematics

◍ Identifying the rule of a pattern 
brings predictability and allows us to 
make generalizations

◍ The same pattern structure can be found 
in many different forms



6.
Measurement

Making fair comparisons

https://youtu.be/pqnqE7p5KSE
https://youtu.be/pqnqE7p5KSE


Measurement Big Ideas

◍ Many different attributes can be 
measured, even when measuring a single 
object

◍ All measurement involves a “fair” 
comparison

◍ Quantifying a measurement helps us 
describe and compare more precisely 



7.
Data Analysis

Asking questions and finding answers

https://youtu.be/rgu2Hs5VGCw
https://youtu.be/rgu2Hs5VGCw


Data Analysis Big Ideas

◍ The purpose of collecting data is to 
answer questions when answers aren’t 
immediately obvious

◍ Data must be represented in order to be 
interpreted, and how data are gathered 
and organized depends on the question

◍ It is useful to compare parts of the 
data to draw a conclusion about data as 
whole



8.
Spatial Relationships

Mapping the world around us

https://youtu.be/DtW5p3um0fs
https://youtu.be/DtW5p3um0fs


Spatial Relationships Big Ideas

◍ Relationships between objects and 
places can be represented with 
mathematical precision

◍ Our own experiences of space and two-
dimensional representations of space 
reflect a specific point of view

◍ Spatial relationships can be visualized 
and manipulated mentally 



9.
Shape

Developing definitions

https://youtu.be/t_Y2YzVPWno
https://youtu.be/t_Y2YzVPWno


Shape Big Ideas

◍ Shapes can be defined and classified by 
their attributes

◍ The flat faces of a solid (three-
dimensional) shapes are two-dimensional 
shapes

◍ Shapes can be combined and separated 
(composed and decomposed) to make new 
shapes



Thanks!
Any questions?

👍



Thank You!

Carlin Llorente
Washington STEM

carlin@washintonstem.org

Nancy Spurgeon
Early Childhood Education Coordinator

nspurgeon@wvc.edu

mailto:carlin@washintonstem.org
mailto:nspurgeon@wvc.edu

